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March 1, 2021

Dr. Brian Francis
Barbados Agricultural Development & Marketing Corporation
Fairy Valley
Christ Church

Dear Sir

Re: Akelia Roberts liThe Employee"

I refer to the email transmission of November 26,2020 on the matter of the claim
made by a former employee whose contract of employment was terminated on the
29th October, 2020.

Please note that the submission of this legal opinion was unfortunately impacted
by the Covid-19 cessation of business and accordingly an apology is tendered in
respect of this delay.

The pertinent documentation submitted for review included the following:

1. Contract of Employment dated the 27th July, 2020;
2. Notice of Termination by Letter dated the 29th October, 2020; and
3. Termination Certificate.

By letter addressed to the Board of Directors of the Corporation dated the io"
November, 2020 Ms. Roberts alleged that her contract of employment was
"prematurely terminated" and claims the sum of $7,014.93 which purportedly,
"represents payment for the unexpired part of my contract (November 1, 2020 -
January 31,2021)",

A review of the abovementioned documentation reveals the Employee was
employed in the position of clerical officer for a period beginning the 4 th August,
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2020 and ending of the 31st January, 2021. In addition, the Contract contains the
usual terms for working hours, remuneration; probationary period and termination
"on either side by one {1} day's notice. "

This matter requires a determination of the questions, firstly, "whether the
Corporation's termination of the contract of the Employee was a lawful exercise of
its contractual rights under the Contract by the giving of "one (1) days' notice. Or
secondly, "whether the Employee was entitled to serve in her position with the
Corporation until the 3pt JanuarY,2021".

The question is therefore a matter of "construction", the object of which is discover
from the terms of the contract the intention of the parties to the agreement. In
seeking to ascertain the intention of the parties the courts' approach is succinctly
expressed in the case of SA Maritime et Commerciale of Geneva v. Anglo-Iranian
Oil Co Ltd [1954] 1W.L.R .1379 in the following words:

"The common and universal principle ought to be applied: namely, that [ an
agreement] ought to receive that construction which its language will admit, and
which will best effectuate the intention of the parties, to be collected from the
whole of the agreement, and that greater regard is to be had to the clear
intention of the parties than to any particular words which they may have used
in the expression of their intent."

Further elucidation of the court's duty of contractual intention of parties is again
explained by Justice Crane -Scott in the local High Court decision of GeoffreyTucker
v. Southwinds Hotel t/a Divi Southwinds (2013) BBHC65:

"terms are...to be understood in their plain, ordinary and popular sense, unless
they have generally in respect of the subject matter acquired a peculiar sense
distinct from the popular sense .... or unless the context evidently points out that
they must be understood in some other special and peculiar sense" Chitty on
Contract (13th edition) Vol1at p.824-para12.051.

In this instance the Contract provides for a commencement date, being August 4,
2020 and an end date, being January 31,2021. This provision in the Contract
satisfied the statutory requirement of Section 13 of the Employment Rights Act,
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2012-9 "The ERA" which expressly mandates the provisions which are to be
included in a contract of employment.

Section 13 (2) (K) of the ERA provides that:
"the period for which 'the employment' is expected to continue where the
employment is not intended to be permanent; or the date when the employment
is to end, where it isfor a "fixed term".

Guidance as to the definition of a "fixed term" contract may also be obtained from
common law decisions. Such contracts are intended to operate for a specified
period of time only and are determined either (I) on the expiry of the fixed term
specified therein (11) by mutual agreement; or (111) by gross misconduct: lyritsis
v. Inmerset (unreported) cited in Selwyn's law of Employment (16th edition) at
para 2.123.

In view of the foregoing legislative and common law definitions, it is my opinion
that the Employee was employed under a "fixed term' contract. The question
remains for determination however, whether the Corporation had an express right
to terminate the contract of employment pursuant to the terms of the Contract.

In the Court of Appeal decision of Dixon v. British BroadcastingCorporation [1979]
Q.B 546 Lord Denning M.R defined a fixed term contract in the following words:

"Afixed term is sufficiently satisfied if the contract isfor aspecifically stated
period, even though it is determinable by notice within that period"

The general rule on the law relative to the inclusion of provision of clauses
governing the discharge of the contract recognizes that 'the parties may expressly
provide in their contract that either or one of them is to have an option to
terminate the contract."

This right is right of termination may be exercisable upon a breach of contract by
the other party or upon the occurrence or non-occurrence of a specified event
other than breach or simply at the will of the party upon which the right is
conferred (my emphasis). In principle, the Courts accepts the freedom of the
parties to a contract to incorporate whatever terms they wish for termination of
the agreement, therefore no question arises at Common Law whether the
provision is reasonable or whether it is reasonable for a party to enforce it.
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The learned authority M.R.Freedland, Professor of Employment Law in the
University of Oxford in the seminal text: Chitty on Contract Vol11 para 39-150
states as follows:
"Apart from any relevant statutory provision, any question as to the duration of
the employment, its terminability by notice, the length of the notice required to
determine it or the time at which notice to determine it may be given, will be
dependent on the intention of the parties, either revealed in the express or
implied terms of their contract, or to be inferred from all surrounding
circumstances. If there are express terms relevant to these issues, the problem is
one of construction."

The Contract contains the following termination term:
"Termination of this employment requires one (1) day's notice on either side."
The power to bring the contract to an end is expressed in clear, unrestricted and
unambiguous language. It empowers both parties to the contract of employment
to terminate by the giving of one (1) day's notice to the other party for whatsoever
reason. It essentially empowers the Employer to terminate the contract of
employment of the Employee "without cause".

In the Privy Council decision of Nicholas Reda and Jamal Abdul-Jalil v. Flag Limited
(Bermuda) 2002 UKPC38an appeal from the Courtof Appeal of Bermuda, the Court
in illustrating the enforceability of express contractual terms in its judgment
delivered by Lord Millet at para 42 stated:

"Under the terms of the appellants' contracts, therefore, Flag had an express
contractual right, which it exercised, to bring the appellants' contracts of
employment to an end at any time during the contract period without cause. Their
Lordships agree with Flag that that is the end of the matter. As the Court of
Appeal observed, "the very nature of such a power is that its exercise does not
have to be justified."

In the Reda case the Appellants, the President and Chief Executive Officer and
Executive Vice- President respectively, were employed under three (3) year term
contracts which included a term for termination "without cause" with FlagLimited,
the Respondent Company. The respective contracts of employment were
terminated some sixteen (16) weeks before the expiration date of the contracts.
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They contended unsuccessfully before the Court of Appeal of Bermuda and the
Privy Council of the UK, 'that they could not be dismissed during the contractual
term of their contracts' .

In view of the foregoing legal principles enunciated by the Privy Council decision it
is my opinion that the Corporation's termination of the Employee's contract of
employment by its letter of termination dated the 29th October,2020 was a lawful
exercise of its contractual right under the Contract. Consequently therefore, the
Employee has no legal entitlement to the amount claim or any sum from the
BADMC.

Please be guided accordingly.

Patrick Mel. Phillips


